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Welcome to Nafsika Hotel


Nafsika Hotel is a friendly family - run hotel, situated in Psaropoula, Akti Kanari, a central location of Rhodes town. It is only 50 meters away from the beach and very close to good restaurants, cafes and bars. The Aquarium, the Casino, the Mandraki Harbour, the Old Town and all famous city attractions are in a short walking distance. Nafsika Hotel has 40 rooms, all recently renovated. It offers a cozy stay in a cordial and relaxed atmosphere. It is an excellent accommodation choice for travelers who would like to discover Rhodes island and Rhodes city center.

The hotel took its name from the princess of Phaeacia, Nafsika (Nausicaa). According to the Homer’s Odyssey, Nafsika helped the stranger Odysseus, who begged for aid, when he was found shipwrecked on the coast of the island. She gave him clothes and sent him to her father’s palace where he was welcomed as a guest and was provided with a ship to go back to Ithaca. The name of the hotel symbolizes the kindness and the hospitality to all people who arrive at a place different from their homeland.













Accommodation in Rhodes town


Comfortable & modern rooms
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Single Room



 12 m²     up to 1 guest     1 single bed
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Twin Room



 16-18 m²     up to 2 guests     2 twin beds
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Guests' impressions






"Next time in Rhodes - only in Nafsika!"


Very friendly and helpful staff. Perfect cleanliness. Good breakfast. Convenient location - the bus stop to airport and the beach was realy close. Excellent value for money.








"Best place for a holiday"


The hotel is very near to the beach. I got room with balcony towards to the sea, it was really beautiful. Also the staff was always kind and very helpful. Everything was okay, I can only just recommend this hotel.








"Lovely"


taff helpful and friendly. Great location; very convenient for airport bus. Tasty breakfast buffet.








"Wish to come back"


Very clean close to center, good wifi, friendly staff and good breakfast for this moneyRealy hard to complains, there is supermarket very close.Bus stop close. Really great place to stay!








"Everything was great. I highly recommend the hotel because of the staff, it is close to everywhere."


The hotel is close to everything, excellent taverns, a wonderful old town, the possibility of excursions - the bus station is also nearby.
We liked the breakfast. Eggs, sliced cheese, ham, tomatoes, cucumbers, feta cheese, spices for Greek salad, olive oil, butter, jam, sweet and salty pastries. Also yogurt, jam and nutella. We lived on the 5th floor, so we could also see the sea.
Great, helpful and smiling staff at the reception and in the kitchen.
The receptionist gave us great advice on everything.
Excellent cleaning service - daily clean towels when we wanted and a ladies made our beds. Lots of taverns nearby, more affordable than in the old town.
Bus No. 50 from the airport runs every minute and stops 50m from the hotel. The bus stop is called Blue sky hotel.








"Cozy friendly hotel, highly recommended"


Clean, friendly staff, close to beach and old town, delicious breakfast. Fantastic value for money








"The best hotel in Rhodos"


I have visited Rhodes many times, but Nafsika is by far the best hotel. The hotel has a super convenient location. The sea is very close, and some balconies offer a wonderful view of the sea. Rooms are small, but homely and very clean. The staff from reception to breakfast are amazingly helpful, friendly and always smiling. Breakfast is basic, but everything you need to start a great day is there and available. Wifi is sufficient and so you can also work during your vacation. I highly recommend this hotel and we will definitely come back!!!!! Thank you for everything!








"Exceptional"


All good, we get room with the view in the sea so it was very nice :)








"Great little hotel"


Stopover for early flight. Spotlessly clean, lovely staff great location. One minute walk to bus stop for airport.








"Our favourite hotel in Rhodes"


Amazing location with amazing stuff, homey and very clean! We loved every second of staying in Nafsika hotel!!! Highly recommended
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Contact us
Nafsika Hotel
Hotel in Rhodes town
  Parodiakou Syllogou Amerikis 8 - 85131 Rhodes - Greece
  Tel. +302241021996     Fax +302241073041
 MHTE 11476Κ012Α0240600  info@nafsikahotel.gr



ΜΗΤΕ: 11476Κ012Α0240600 Check-in 15:00 Check-out 11:00 
  Open 20.05 - 10.10 
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